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missed you coming by on your way home from work
You said that you were dieing to see me
Now you're gone away so I wait for holidays
For you to stop by and say those sweet things

I fear that (I fear that)
The distance is stronger than we are (I fear that)
Innocent and unprepared (I fear that)
This world has got us running scared

I wonder where you are tonight
If you're lonely like I am
'Cause I would hate to hear that you were doing fine
From this distance all we share is this never-ending sky
And I wonder if you're looking up tonight
Do you remember when we first met? Our first kiss?
The first time that we fought?
And the first time that we missed
Each others touch on a lonely night spent far away
The distance pushing hard trying to keep us apart

I fear that (I fear that)
The distance is stronger than we are (I fear that)
Innocent and unprepared (I fear that)
This world has got us running scared

I wonder where you are tonight
If you're lonely like I am
'Cause I would hate to hear that you were doing fine
From this distance all we share is this never-ending sky
And I wonder if you're looking up tonight

While you're gone I'll watch the seasons change
And without you it gets colder by the day
And I hope that you don't change in the time that you're
away

I fear that (I fear that)
The distance is stronger than we are (I fear that)
Innocent and unprepared (I fear that)
This world has got us running scared
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I wonder where you are tonight
If you're lonely like I am
'Cause I would hate to hear that you were doing fine
From this distance all we share is this never-ending sky
And I wonder if you're looking up tonight
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